ENTHUSIASTIC REVIEWS FROM YOUR COLLEAGUES!

“HIGHLY CREDIBLE. . . Dr. Edgell has done it again. . . written A NEW ‘MUST-READ’ FOR ANYONE IN THE WORLD’S LARGEST BUSINESS—TOURISM. His use of diverse case studies in sustainable tourism, where he has hands-on experience, makes each chapter of the book come alive. This work is a rare combination of theory, practical application, and Dr. Edgell’s willingness to take some risks by looking into the future and making predictions about sustainable tourism. He combines a good does of ‘how-to’ with an equally important shot of ‘how-NOT-to!’”

—Ambassador Fredrick M. Bush, MA, Associate Director for Development and Constituent Relations, Development Office, Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars

“HIGHLY RECOMMENDED FOR STUDENTS contemplating a career in the field as well as professionals already active in tourism development and management. . . . This book WILL BECOME THE REFERENCE STANDARD FOR FUTURE DISCUSSIONS ON SUSTAINABLE TOURISM. With many of the world’s unique sites coming under increasing demographic and environmental pressures, this book is A MOST WELCOME ADDITION TO THIS EMERGING FIELD.”

—Thoric Cederstrom, PhD, Vice President, Counterpart International

Intelligently designed tourism strategies for the twenty-first century!

Successful tourism development and marketing are dependent on maintaining a delicate balance between economic growth and the protection of environments. Managing Sustainable Tourism: A Legacy for the Future tackles the tough issues of tourism such as negative environmental impact and cultural degradation, and provides answers that don’t sacrifice positive economic growth. This essential book offers practical plans for fostering harmonious relationships among local communities, the private sector, not-for-profit organizations, academic institutions, and governments at all levels as well as develops management practices and philosophies that protect natural, built, and cultural environments while reinforcing positive and orderly economic growth.

Managing Sustainable Tourism explores:
• the future of the tourism industry
• understanding sustainable tourism
• the economics of community growth through tourism
• marketing the sustainable tourism product
• nature tourism
• heritage tourism
• cultural tourism
• rural tourism
• practical guidelines for sustainable tourism
• a workable global sustainable tourism initiative

Managing Sustainable Tourism is an ideal resource for educators, students, developers, entrepreneurs, investors, tourism strategists, planners, policymakers, and anyone interested in sustainable tourism for the new millennium.
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